
Backup and intelligent recovery of production workloads residing in DYXnet T3 DC

Reliable cloud repositories as backup storage

DC and clusters in HK and major APAC cities including Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Dongguan,

Taipei, Singapore, Tokyo etc

Backbone network resilience with backbone trunks provided by 2 or more telecom operators

Experienced management for your tenant accounts, license and quota

Flexible maintenance platform hardware plan and lifecycle 

Why DYXnet for BaaS?

Convenience

Safety
Ease of Recovery Affordability

Prepare for a disaster including natural one,
power outages and cyberattacks

Backup as a Service (BaaS)

There is a critical need for simplicity and efficiency when backing up and 
recovering offsite, public cloud and Microsoft 365 data given the increased threat 
to data security, data deletion risks, and rapidly evolving compliance 
requirements. With direct integration and 100% compatibility with Veeam’s 
industry-leading Backup & Replication software, you can implement your Cloud 
Native Workloads, On-Premise, and Offsite Backup strategies by DYXnet Cloud 
Platforms.



DYXnet
ONE Cloud Director

Public Cloud 

M365

Protect data from accidental deletion & security threats

Quickly restore individual items and files

Meet legal & compliance requirements

A leading cloud service-delivery platform to
operate and manage cloud-service businesses

IaaS for you to create scalable, cost-effective IT solutions

without the complexity and costly hardware

Allow you to build ISV ecosystem

Save upfront investment cost including data storage and hardware

Flexible rental license from DYXnet

Including Exchange & SharePoint Online, 
ONEDrive For Business and Teams

Feasible backup function with mutli-workload

Simple to get started 

Remote manage, monitor and bill for services

Easy management overhead with single, web - based UI

No need for direct connetivity

Public Cloud Workload

 info@dyxnet.com

Including physical server, workstation, VM, 
AWS and AZURE Workload

DYXnet ONE Cloud Director

Microsoft Office 365

Protect Your Data with
Efficient and Reliable Backup,
Recovery and Replication
on DYXnet Cloud and Veeam Availability Suite


